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Adacel awarded contract to Upgrade Portugal’s Oceanic ATM System 
 
 
Montreal, Canada (April 28, 2005) Adacel, the leading developer of simulation, voice recognition, 
operational air traffic management and software for civil and military aviation, has been awarded a contract 
by Portugal’s air traffic services provider, NAV Portugal, to upgrade the country’s Oceanic Air Traffic 
Management system.  
 
The system, which uses Adacel’s Aurora Oceanic ATM automation software, controls international air traffic 
in the Santa Maria Oceanic flight region of the North Atlantic.  
 
Under the contract, Adacel will upgrade the Oceanic Flight Data Processing and Visualization System’s 
computer hardware, operating systems and real time controller displays. 
 
Alexandre Oliveira, Member of the Board of Directors of NAV Portugal, said that the Oceanic Air Traffic 
Management System on Santa Maria had been of crucial importance in helping keep NAV Portugal in the 
forefront of air navigation service providers. “This upgrade by Adacel will help ensure that the Santa Maria 
Oceanic system remains at the leading edge,” he said. 
 
“We are very pleased to play this continuing role in supporting NAV Portugal’s oceanic air traffic 
management system,” said Adacel’s VP Air Traffic Management, Bill Lang. “This upgrade will ensure that 
Portugal’s Oceanic system remains one of the most sophisticated in the world.” 
 
About Adacel  
 
Adacel is a leading developer of ATC simulation; speech recognition and control technology, operational air 
traffic management and software solutions for civil and military aviation. Adacel’s products can be found in 
more than 30 countries and through its commitment to customer support, extensive research and 
development; Adacel is recognized as a leader in its chosen field. 
 
For more information visit us at www.adacel.com
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